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REPORT OF ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMME OF WORK OF UNIDO 

(d) DEVELOPMENT OF EXPORT-ORIENTED INDUSTRIES 

The Executive Director transmits to the members of the Board '¿he attached 

text of the report of the Group of Experts on United Nations Technical Assistance 

relating to Exports of Manufactures and Semi-manufactures from Developing 

Countries, which met in Ocûeva from 2k to 20 October I966 under the joint 

auspices of UNCTAD and the CID (UNIDO). 
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REPORT ON THE  MEETING Ob' EXPERTS (N  UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE REL \TIKG TO  EXPORTS OF I^JitTACTUhES ,.FJ  SFMI- 

M/INUFMCTURES FROM DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 

(Geneva,  2k-2b OctoVer I960) 

1. Taking into account  the need for increased activities  in the field of 

development and promotion of exports of manufactures and  semi-manufactures which 

has been conveyed by Governments of developing countries to the  United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development and to the Centre for Industrial Development, 

the Secretary-General of UNCTAD and the Commissioner for Industrial Development 

invited a group of ten experts,  in their personal capacity,   to advise on the areas 

in which the United Nations should render technical assistance to the developing 

countries in this field. 

2. The purpose of the meeting was,  tiore  specifically: 

(a) to identify areas and approaches to field work in expanding exports of 

manufactures and semi-manufactures from the developing countries; 

(b) to outline a set of proposals for action by the  Centre for Industrial 

Development and its successor body,  the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization,  and UNCTAD,   in co-operation with the United Nations Development 

Programme,  which could be brought to the attention of Governments and might assist 

them in the  formulation of requests for technical assistance; 

(c) to suggest what  information,   studies and documentation are to be 

developed by UNCTAD and  CID (UNIDO) to support their operational activities. 

3. The group of experts was selected so as to reflect,  within the limits set by 

the size of the group,   the widest possible  range of experience in the various 

fields of activity involved in the expansion of exports,  and from the point of view 

of the requirements of different parts of the world.    A representative of the 

United Nations Development Programme was also invited to participate in the meeting 

in order to bring the practical experience of the United Nations to bear on the 

consultations of the group. 

h.      The meeting took place in the Palais des Nations,  Geneva,   in eleven sessions, 

from 2k to 20 October 19* 6.    The list of participants and the agenda of the 

meeting are  reproduced as annexes I and II respectively.    Mr.  3. Vohra,  Director, 

Manufactures Division of UNCTAD,  and Mr.   S.  Lurié,   Inter-Regional Economic Adviser 

JÏ "ID,  made opening statements on behalf of the Secretary-General of UNCTAD and 
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the  Commissioner for  Industrial Development,  respectively.    Messrs.  Vohra and 

Lurié  chaired the meeting alternately. 

5.       The members of the group had before them an aide-mémoire prepared by UNCT/L) 

and CID in which an outline was given of the main areas in which the  United Nations 

could  render technical assistance to the developing countries in the expansion of 

their exports of manufactures.    This outline was submitted to the group for 

consideration and elaboration,  so as to translate it into recommendations 

and proposals for technical assistance.    A summary description of United Nations 

technical assistance  programmes,  their scope and mode of action was also submitted. 

Some of the participants also submitted introductory notes,  statements and 

proposals on various cf the subjects discussed later. 

t.      The meeting adopted the agenda proposed by the Secretariat as a general 

framework.    In the course of the initial discussion of the major topics to which 

the meeting addressed itself one of the participants suggested a more elaborate 

specification of the various areas of possible    technical assistance, grouped by 

nain topics as follows: 

- Production 

- Quality control 

- Packaging 

- Export institutions 

- Export credit and insurance 

. Export information 

- Export assistance and government policies 

- Marketing effort and prices 

- Transport and shipping. 

This was adopted by the meeting as a useful guideline for tta^ detailed discussions 

rfhich followed. 

7.      The Committee considered that promotion of exports of manufactures and semi- 

manufactures (to which increasing attention is being given by Government* of 

developing countries within their programmes of industrial deveiapaent) is u 

relatively new area as regards the Iftiited Hâtions activities in the field of 

/... 
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technical assistance.  It felt that a greatly increased and adequate flow of 

technical assistance resources should be devoted to this area under the United 

Nations Development Programme to enable Governments to cope effectively with the 

needs. 

8. In the ensuing general discussion of the problems to which it would be 

necessary and desirable to apply the resources of United Nations technical 

assistance, the participants emphasized the importance of identifying the most 

urgent areas in which action should be taken, at the national as well as the 

regional or even broader level, to expand and diversify the exports of the 

developing countries. Since such action would gain greatly in effectiveness by 

being of a continuous nature, particular emphasis was placed on the need to 

provide appropriate institutional facilities. 

9. The group stressed the importance, in all areas, of the developing countries' 

own efforts. Outside assistance, such as that provided by the united Nations, 

could be no substitute for these efforts, and could only supplement them. Indeed, 

it was held that United Nations assistance should aim at encouraging and 

stimulating such national initiative. Since, ultimately, it would be up to each 

country itself to assess its own needs, the emphasis of United Nations assistance 

should always be placed on the training of national personnel, although scope 

would exist at the same time for assistance from foreign experts. 

10. There was consensus in the group that in the field of export development and 

promotion, priority should be given to the dispatch of study missions which would 

consult with Governments and other institutions in the developing countries as to 

their requirements, and advise the requesting countries on the types of technical 

assistance they can obttdn from the United Nations. The aim of such missions 

should be to assist countries in the development of integrated programmes of action. 

11. The group emphasized the need for a departure from traditional approaches so 

that efforts could te more closely directed to the changing requirements of 

industrial development in general. In the years to come, these changes will 

affect the relationships between the developing and the developed countries, and 

particularly expansion of exports from the former, within a wider pattern of 

international trade. In this context it was agreed that there was a need for 

considerably more direct United Nations initiative since the generation and 

/... 
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dissemination of the more general type oí   information and research required for 

this purpose could not be expected to result from action undertaken only in 

response to individual government requests. 

12.    The view was also expressed that the approach to problems of international 

trade  in general,  and in particular to those of exports from the developing 

countries, did not always reflect the needs and changes in present-day realities. 

It was necessary to put aside existing preconceptions with regard to the type 

of products in which the developing countries are commonly held to have 

comparative advantage or disadvantages.    Closer examination often shows a picture 

very different from the conventional views.    This becomes particularly apparent 

in a dynamic context when account is taken of the changing trends and 

technological advances both in the developed and the developing countries, and 

the structural changes that can consequently be expected. 

II 

13*    In the subsequent point-by-point discussion of the areas in which the United 

Nations should be active in rendering technical assistance,  it was indicated that 

the developing countries were faced with a serious inadequacy of information on 

up-to-âate methods in a wide range of fields, from technical know-how to 

marketing methods and managerial skills.    The participants considered that the 

United Nations could perforo an important role in filling such a gap since the 

information required was often not available in sufficient measure from private 

sources, or if available, at an extremely high cost. 

Ik.    A particularly fruitful and necessary area for research by the United Nations 

was the identification of potential comparative advantages which are not 

immediately obvious.    Studies should be made of these structural changes and of 

the modifications in production processes so as to facilitate their full 

utilization.    Such studies,  it was held, would help to reduce resistance to 

deviations from -he traditional pattern of the international division of labour, 

even if in the last resort, other means would have to be found to overcome 

resistance due to conflicts of interest. 

15.    It was agreed by the group that in the provision of technical assistance 

great importance should be attached to procedures and techniques for selecting 

/... 
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industries producing manufactures and semi-manufactures with an export potential in 

order to piovide Governments of developing countries with appropriate criteria for 

decision-making. It was held that developing countries would require United Nations 

assistance in the initial identification, selection and planning of the appropriate 

export industries and in advice on the formulation of over-all policies of export 

promotion. Together with this need, it was also urgently necessary to provide more 

information in a wide range of areas as an indispensable tool of development 

programming, policy formulation and decision-making, and as a support for more 

specific types of technical assistance. 

IL. In the light of the above, the group expressed the opinion that while the 

areas and forms in which technical assistance might usefully be rendered depended 

upon the specific circumstances and requirements of the various countries, the 

United Nations should act in an advisory capacity to assist Governments to 

formulate requests for technical assistance. 

17. It was considered that special attention ought to be given to the possibilities 

of establishing complementary industries in the developing and developed countries 

and also in different developing countries. The participants held that Itaited 

Nations assistance could be particularly useful in this field, and that studies 

should be undertaken to indicate the areas in which such opportunities for 

international co-operation might exist. Such research information should be made 

generally available and the United Nations should undertake such work on its own 

initiative. 

18. With regard to joint ventures, it was pointed out that developing countries 

are, in practice, often faced with the necessity of enterinr into partnerships 

on highly unequal terms, partly as a result of inadequate information and partly 

as the consequence of the unequal economic strength of the partners. The United 

Nations should assist the developing countries by providing more information and 

advice on the formation and operation of such partnerships. 

ly. It was further pointed out that potential exporters in the developing 

countries are generally subject to a variety of structural disabilities, which 

prevent them from entering foreign markets, even where external obstacles to trade 

are not important. These weaknesses are largely a result of their inexperience, 

their small operational size, and their predominantly domestic-oriented approach. 

Int United Nations could provide important assistance to overcome many of these 

difficulties. . .n.ong the different areas suggested, mention was made of training 
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domestic personnel in tne necessary techniques, provision of experts for the 

solution of specific problems, help in the establishment of export companies 

specializing in particular areas and products. Discussion centred on the 

advantages of producers organizing themselves together for export through such 

institutions and arrangements as exporters' associations, chambers of commerce, 

producers' agreements for pooling production facilities to accommodate large 

export orders, co-ordination of marketing efforts, the umpiring of quality control, 

etc., and in so doing to achieve collectively what is not possible individually. 

Technical assistance to form such institutions or arrangements on a national or 

regional basis should be provided upon request. 

20. Specific technical know-how is sometimes obtainable in conjunction with the 

purchase of the equipment. Often, the considerable expense of technical services 

is, however, included in the purchase price of the equipment, and therefore their 

actual cost cannot easily be determined. It was considered that the Ifoited Mations 

should carry out research on the real cost of such services, as well as on the 

similar problem of the real cost of tied loans, and should also explore the 

possibilities of reducing the cost of such services and provide advice in this 

area - possibly in collaboration with financial institutions engaged in investment 

in developing countries. 

21. The need was stressed for the more effective dissemination of information on 

facilities available for training in all fields. It was recommended that these 

facilities should be augmented through the creation of new training programmes and 

through enlisting sore fully the co-operation of public institutions and industries 

in the advanced countries providing fellowships and, in particular, opportunities 

for on-the-job training. 

22. The group discussed the problems of quality control and packaging, and 

emphasized the need for action both at the governmental and at the industry level. 

United Nations assistance should be applied at both levels for the purpose of 

establishing proper and viable procedures of pre-shipment inspection and control, 

and for the purpose of establishing methods of in-plant quality control. It was 

generally agreed that the shortcomings in respect of quality were such as to caH 

for great effort and assistance to attain the highest level of quality demanded in 

international trade, even allowing for the acceptability of somewhat less than best 

/... 
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si an lar is   in   •crtair. .:.''i¡,els.     Joru.-  part ici pants emphasized the   importance  of action 

•¿r/1  technical assistance  in  this area since   in practice,  while   successful 

exp• Ji-tat ú,n required a hi¡;h degree  of concentration in distribution,  this was not 

necessarily true   J' production.     In many cases,   it was held that  the establishment 

jf export  companies,  which would place orders with producers according to their 

wn  specifications,   could be  an effective means to ensure the fulfilment of the 

requirements   ->f the expert market.     In this area there was therefore a wide   field 

for United Nations technical assistance,  both with respect to the organization of 

sjcr. export  companies,   and with respect to  the training of national personnel 
required  for theui. 

¿3.    There was an urgent need for the training of professional export managers, 

particularly since the small scale and the almost exclusively domestic orientation 

of existing producers prevents them from establishing their own expert departments 

which would provide personnel sufficiently versed in foreigr. trade transactions. 

It would therefore be necessary to train a cadre of such export managers whose 

services would be made available to individual producers on a hirable basis. 

2k.    With regard to export promotion measures and procedures, the group agreed 

that United Nations technical assistance could do much to bring about a 

simplification of existing procedures in a variety of fields, by making available 

knowledge about the methods adopted and found efficacious, not only by developed 

countries but also by the more advanced among the developing countries, and through 

the provision of experts and the arrangement of seminars in particular fields. 

25.    One of the ways in which the United Nations could render valuable assistance 

to the developing countries might be through the arrangement of meetings between 

the developing and the developed countries in order to discuss problems of fiscal 

policies in the field of direct and indirect taxation, with a view to aiding the 

export industries of the developing countries.   The developing countries could 

further be aided substantially through the provision of information in the field 

of fiscal policies and usages,  and in their revision.    ïte forms in which technical 

assistance could be applied to this area range from research and seminars to the 
convening of such meetings. 

¿6.    With regard to the forms in which the United Nation« technical assistance 

should be rendered,  the group expressed the view that,  while the adherence to well- 
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defined procedures was  understandable and indispensable,   the  United Nations should 

endeavour to  adopt the  greatest permissible degree of flexibility in this new area. 

In this  connexion great emphasis was placed upon the need for adequate 

institutional arrangements,  including co-operation with trade and industrial 

organizations, where appropriate.    The United Nations, and the Governments concerned, 

should enlist the co-operation and participation of appropriate non-governir«ntal 

institutions,   such as  csv.imbers oí  corrine ree anO  .'n'ustry and  development banks. 

27. The group expressed the opinion that, in addition to training oí government 

officials in this field, attention 3hould be paid to the training of persons and 

to giving assistance to organizations actually engaged in export activities. 

28. It was pointed out that in the recruitment of experts It vas similarly 

ne ce scary to turn in large measure to personnel employed in industry and commerce. 

Thin could result in higher than usual costs of such expert services.    Also, the 

release of personnel for service as international experts wa» often meeting with 

difficulties,  since there were inadequate institutional arrangements for their 

release in most countries.    This was particularly important in the case of the 

experts from the more advanced among the developing countries, which suffered, on 

the one hand,  from shortages of skilled personnel and «ere thus reluctant to release 

them for service abroad.   Their assistance was, on the other hand, especially 

valuable for other developing countries because of the similarity of problems and 

the experience gained in tackling such problems.    Ine group suggested that the 

United Nations might strengthen the institutional arrangements for the flow of 

such services. 

29. A further area in which there was a serious gap in the available information 

related to trade agreements and other forms of co-operation in Industry and trade 

among developing countries themselves, and particularly in relations with more 

developed countries.    Ine United Nations should therefore collect, analyse and 

disseminate information of this kind and should furthermore provide training 

facilities for senior personnel engaged in these fields. 

30. Turning to a discussion of the problem of marke» information, which the 

developing countries greatly need, and in which they have a limited ability to 

develop adequate information channels of their own, the group was of the view 

that the United Nations should make a major effort to assibt tue developing 

countries bo establish such facilities at the national level, and should itself also 

provide general information services. 
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'•-I-   Hit    I.,,,,    ¡,.   ,>hü-„,   ...   .,.,.   .*,„,.,   ,..„„.,.   ,,.  the   1ev,.loplng 

l.tri-í,    II    „as   ;-i   .„„o,-   u.:,:!..,;,,.   , ,u,    ,.l8i(.   1Illlmation   ^uh¡   bf   avaiJabl(¡ 

<•:.•-   vario..* „att.rs „,,..„ ,,,.  ,.,.,,,„„,„   ,,.  „X|c¡,.t¡. „f Konuf.iCt,ireB an(j ^^ 

•u.^..u,....      U   .,..   ,„,, , lllB,,   UM   in   „ .s„   rields   thí   effort   has   FrtaM_ to 

"•   "nCr,U'a W S,r-'"'---' -t     U«i"..-.l *«1,  and to this effect there is 
r.~<)   t., ,r,.vi.ic  tecnici assistane   r,  u,e  United Mations.     It „as  feit that 
"-•••  *>*  «I  ,,r s.,,, ls,.,nt ina UK  Lationol effûrt  ln tu¡s riei^  ani ^ 

.*" "r" Ctt °"uld  ll3el"U'' -"«•Ii«" » ««»1 training,  consultancy, and 
ini ;•.U,„  service   „r exports,  „,idl could te supplanted by the estaollshuent of 

regnal and s,t-rc-fcicnal entres „„„re necessary.    There „as general agreement 

...« such a serv.ee „as indeed a mjor need and it „as considered that a proposal 

r*^ «*.e objectives should ,, „orted o,, as a »atter of „rgency.    A start 

" rade ,y MtUn" "p » —Itancy and training service for developing the 
¡•r.,nn,i and t    „elp business^ in developing countries to bullí up their export 

—,»,,, ^«i*», and to assist Governments and trade associations in their 
'•xj :>vt  [ remoti on activities. 

V.    In ,c„cluaint Us detail« discussion of the various areas to which technical 
...L«.,«  should U applied i„  3rter t0 „eip in ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

••-lWnt  ,r ne„ .xpert industri«,  the group adopted the following Ust 

-r«r.,l„, necessary areas uf action as suggested b, one of the participants and 
J.-M.:;ei   elaboratej   in the disr IROì,^      TU 

«Uscus-i.n.    ihe  various forms of assistance relating 
u,;St  areas are indicated in tite tab!, reproduced as annex III. 

^,-ific ,rfcaË  for FBBlHe  Unitecl ^^ ^phwtftai assistance 

I.      PK DICTION: 

Identification of products 
Machinery and ^quitment 
lesign of prn-Jucts 
Haw œaterWa  -  indigenous *nd imported 
leemural Ku-.v-uow  -   joint collaborations 
Managerial know-how -  nroduotivitv     i-,-¡„ +       i-i   u 
'••»jn.-l''ii-tufo     f „, M-JucT-ivitj,,   jJint  collaborations 
r^risií ^punente and rarts or, sub-contracts 
inrfssirit -Jí   priii.ar;,   .'ummodities 

"^r^UliSrr?  ÍOr ?:vel*-nt "' -P-t industries -li« r   .tiiizdtiijn   ,i   existing capacity 
"•<n l -SPS  for ••'•xjurt. 

A.. 
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II. EXPORT CREDIT AND INSURANCE: 

Pre-shipment and post-shipment credit 
Availability of cheap credit 
Credit facilities for exports 

III. QUALITY: 

In-plant quality control 
Pre-shipment quality inspection 

IV. PACKAQIKQ: 

Packaging for consumer appeal 
Packaging for safe transit 

V. EXPORT ASSISTAHCE: 

Incentives - fiscal and non-fiscal 
Income tax relief 
Drawbacks 
Import entitlements 
Transport assistance 
Other facilities and assistane« for sending trade delegations, study teems, 

inviting importers, participation in trade fairs and exhibition«, etc. 

VI. PRICES: 

Cost reduction programmes and productivity 
Incentives - subsidies 
Pricing policies 

VII. EXFORT IHFORMATI0H: 

Information on market opportunities 
Export specifications (désigne, packaging, etc.) 
Tariffs 
Freights 
Shipping services 
Tenders issued by governments 
Publications - commercial publicity 
Information on technical know-how 
Bonded production 

VIH. MARJŒTIKQ EFFORT: 

Development of export management personnel and commercial representatives 
Training and commercial education within the country and training abroad 
Training in foreign languages 
Overseas market surveys 
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• tiiiz-it.i .n  .1  i„'u\;-t  s .rve.ys oí'     tuer  countries 
i-'xpnrt.   ¡a.l licit 
^XiiiLiti^ns,   ti-'fj-,   fnirs an-J  special weeks 
.-.f-.-.-cir.titent  ^1   --i^ents 
.-.fter-sale   service 

; irenousing   services 
r'xport market in,   ,. rcups 
Settlement   of  lis,.,tes 

IX.    TF/vNoFOHT   diu SHIPFIÍIG: 

Deficiencies  in shipping 
Frotlems cf freights 
Problems of ports 

X.    GOVERNMENT POLICIES: 

Industrial development policies 
General export promotion 
Import substitution policies 
Import and export control policies 
Consciousness of exports 
Development of institutions 
Trade agreements 
Simplification of documents 

33.    The group was of the opinion that all forms of technical assistance would 

have to be applied and used, and vould have to be adapted to the specific problems 

calling for solution.    There were,  however,  two forms of assistance which should 

te given special attention and emphasis.    The first of these was an increased use 

of exploratory missions or study groups,  the purpose of which would be to advise 

the Governments in the initial formulation of their export development programs, 

and which would prepare the Cround for the dispatch of teams of specialized expert. 

or ior the provision of other types of specific assistance. 

*.    The second form of assistance which,   in the opinion of the group,  would have 

to be given greater emphasis, was in the establishment of institutional facilities 

as a functional or geographical basis.    These were the  instruments through which 

continuity of action in many fields would be ensure.     Such institutions might be 

established on a national,  regional and sub-regional b,*is,  according to need, 

'i!n t''"^3l"'iJ  ^  l"*^'*  *•->  i-ilfil v^il-^fined fun.ti.nB,  und answer concrete 

"" h;*     Ir* tni:: ;ffcrt'   UG"  ^' iÀi  U •á*  'A' th^  services,   experience  and 
"'i"''Mi'r:     r  +':'"   r' *'i' riül ••••-r.-rr.i"   cc.rr.missi.-nb. 
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35. The emphasis given by the group to these two  forms of technical assistance 

reflected the  need for a proper initial definition of the particular problems in 

this new field,  and for providing instruments through which continuity of effort 

could be ensured,  together with the stimulation of individual initiative and 

co-operation.     The problem of exports required action at the level of tht 

individual firms,  the industry as a whole,  as well as at the level of Government, 

and this need,   as well as the needs for training and information discussed 

earlier,  all pointed to a much greater emphasis on institution-building than 

before. 

36. In addition to the direct technical assistance,  the group strongly urged 

that the UNCTAD ani CID should increase their general supporting activities,  for 

which a number of specific suggestions had already been made during the general 

discussion.    Activities of this kind,  such as general  surveys and analyses of 

trade and industry,  study missions, and expert groups,   could usefully supplement 

requests for direct assistance from Governments and should be undertaken on the 

initiative of the two organizations.    The group pointed out that while with respect 

to the more traditional economic problems technical assistance had been able to 

base itself upon a considerable body of knowledge accumulated over time through 

research and experience, this was not the case in the  field of development and 

promotion of exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures.    The two organizations 

should be able to provide the needed analyses and empirical information. 

37. Farticular attention should be given in programmes of technical assistance to 

the special needs of those developing countries which depend on the further 

processing of their primary commodities for the diversification of their economic 

structure and their foreign trade.    Such countries often meet with special 

difficulties in their industrialization efforts, both from the point of view of 

accessibility of the requisite technical and commercial know-how and from the 

point of view of their ability to enter into new markets.    In view of the 

dependence of much of their industrialization efforts on their success in exports, 

the group was of the view that technical assistance should deal with this problem 

in an integrated manner, taking into account the various interrelated aspects of 

this problem. 

A- 
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38.    In concluding its deliberations,  the group pointed out that, although it had 

addressed itself only to the question of exports of manufactures and semi- 

manufactures,   there was a number of countries for which expansion of exports of 

primary commodities was of great importance as the means of improving their balance 

of payments and for their development efforts.    The group considered that there was 

in reality no clear distinction between the problems of exports of primary 

commodities and of manufactures, and that many of the questions discussed in th- 

meeting were common to both.    The group also pointed out that tt.ose countries 

which were primarily dependent upon exports of primary products represented a 

special problem and would have to be given technical assistance along similar 
lines. 

mmtm 
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List of participent s 

Mr.  N.i-..  CCX-GEfRGK, Head,   Trade,  Fiscal  and Monetary Division,  U.N. 
Economie ''Jommission for Africa 
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AGEKTA 

1. What are  * he most important and most urgent needs and  problème of the 

developing countries as  regards exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures? 

2. H'jv can these needs be met? 

3.      What would be the best ways  of using United Nations  technical Resistance? 

h.      \/hat other action could be taken by the Secretariat   l'information,  studies, 

e::pert meetings,  etc.) to support the technical assistance efforts? 
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